
Weekly Challenges #1

Tūī August 18th

YOGA
Check out Cosmic Kids

Yoga on YouTube.

Choose one of the
videos to give a try.

CREATE
Create an

“All About You”
poster.  Create a

colourful poster of all
things you! You can

add photos, drawings,
whatever you like and
we can share and put

them up when we
return to class.

PHYSICAL
How old are you? Use
your age to determine

how many of each
activity you have to do.

Press Ups
Sit Ups

Star Jumps
Laps of your lawn

AROUND THE HOME
Choose a different

room in your house to
help your parents tidy
every day. You may

start with your bedroom
on Monday then the

lounge on Tuesday. It is
up to you.

MAKE
Make a model of your
house using cardboard
or other spare materials
you have around your

home.

YOUTUBE
Watch this video

It will help you with your
questions below

INVENT
Can you invent a

machine that could
make your breakfast for

you?
Think about all the

ingredients you need.

HELPING
Ask your whānau if

there is anything that
you can help with
around the home.

Gardening, dishes or
vacuuming.

IN THE KITCHEN
Create your favourite

meal with your whānau
(family).

ART
Do an observational
drawing of an object

at your house

DEAR DIARY
Start to record how you

are feeling at the
beginning and end of

each day. Talk about…
● The things you are

planning to do
● What things you did do
● What was fun and why
● What you want to do

tomorrow

COMMUNITY-
MINDED

Write a kind note that
you can leave in your
neighbours letterbox.

WRITE
Illustrate a page from
your favourite story or

scene from your
favourite movie

QUESTION
How many planets are

there in our solar
system?

Watch the video in YouTube
Why do they orbit
around the sun?

DESIGN
Design a game to play

with your whānau. It
should be able to be

played inside or
outside.

PLAN
Plan your week.

Use the weekly planner
to make a list of all the
activities you would like

to do.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=libKVRa01L8

